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Searhes for optial transients by the ROTSE projet (Akerlof et al., 2000) have disov-ered, as a byprodut, many new variable stars. The atalogue of these systems (> 1700 innumber) and individual light urve data are available (http://www.umih.edu/~rotse/).The ROTSE variable star J192211.80+492831.7 (= GSC 3551-1708) was hosen forstudy at the Climenhaga Observatory at the University of Vitoria beause the ROTSElight urve suggested it was a ontat binary.The automati telesope system at the University of Vitoria has been fully desribedelsewhere (Robb and Greimel, 1999) as have the telesope and equipment of DHK andGWB (Billings, et al., 2001).Given in Table 1 are the J2000.0 positions and V magnitudes of the observed starstaken from the Guide Star Catalogue (Jenkner, et al., 1990). Also tabulated are themean di�erenes and standard deviations (�) both during a night and between nights.From this we an see that the omparison star was onstant to approximately 5 milli-magnitudes during the time period of our observations. While the standard deviations ofGSC 3551-1748 seem large, our data do not prove the variations are intrinsi to the star.Table 1. Positions and magnitudesStar GSC RA De V �R � � �I � �3551- 19h +49Æ Between During Between DuringV* 1708 22m11s 2803400 11.1 0.177 0.076 var 0.313 0.073 varC 1771 22m21s 2600600 11.2 � � � � � �K1 1977 22m09s 2401500 12.3 1.679 0.004 0.011 1.696 0.005 0.013K2 1835 22m05s 2402800 13.1 1.940 0.005 0.014 1.884 0.006 0.012K3 1575 21m57s 2704700 12.9 2.191 0.010 0.022 2.248 0.012 0.017K4 2084 22m03s 2505500 14.2 2.653 0.010 0.025 2.402 0.010 0.022K5 1468 22m13s 2703000 14.1 2.645 0.014 0.023 2.474 0.007 0.022K6 1748 22m34s 2701600 13.9 2.630 0.036 0.040 2.533 0.033 0.031Over the period 2001 Otober 4-28, light urves in R and I were aquired by RMRwhih ontained one distint time of minimum (ToM) in R. In addition, DHK andGWB obtained ToM in V and un�ltered light, respetively. Using Period98 (Sperl, 1998)
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we searhed our R data for periodiity and found the period 0.59208(6) days, in goodagreement with the ROTSE period of 0.59205(5) days (where the �gures in brakets arethe unertainties, in units of the last digit).These periods and unertainties allow us to inlude the ROTSE ToMs with our ownto further re�ne the period. All the available times of minimum are listed in Table 2together with the O � C values from the best-�t ephemeris:Min: I = HJD 2452186:90143 + 0:d5921376� E:�0:00010 � 0:0000005with all ToMs weighted equally.Table 2. Observed minima of GSC 3551.1708Soure Type HJD 2400000+ Error Epoh O � C(Days)ROTSE I 51257.8370 na �1569 �0.0006ROTSE I 51286.8520 na �1520 �0.0003ROTSE I 51311.7230 na �1478 0.0009RR I 52186.9007 0.0002 0 �0.0007DHK II 52189.5671 0.0001 4.5 0.0011GWB II 52307.9932 0.0002 204.5 �0.0004The R (455 points) and I (272 points) light data are plotted in Figure 1. The data wereanalyzed by the Wilson-Devinney (WD) light urve analysis program (Wilson and Devin-ney, 1971; Wilson, 1990) on a omputer running Windows, using a Windows interfaeprogram, WDWint.exe1, written by RHN.The general appearane of the light urve suggested a ontat binary; hene Mode3, synhronous rotation (F1 = F2 = 1.0), and a irular orbit (e=0.0) were used. Sinethe maximum at phase 0.75 was some two perent dimmer than the maximum at phase0.25, a spot solution was sought from the start. The Tyho atalogue (ESA, 1997) gavea olour index of B � V = 0.38 magnitudes and, assuming that interstellar reddening isnegligible, this gives a spetral type of approximately F4 (Allen, 1973) and aordingly,a temperature T1 = 6820 K was used (Flower 1996). Stellar masses and radii, taken tobe main sequene values for an F4 star (Allen 1973), were used to alulate log g. Limbdarkening values were found from van Hamme's tables (van Hamme, 1993), interpolatedby Dirk Terrell's program (http://www.boulder.swri.edu/�terrell/ld/). The squareroot form for the limb darkening law was seleted beause of the assertion (van Hamme,1993) that this is preferred over the logarithmi law for red and infrared wavelengths; italso gave lower residuals. Central wavelengths were assumed to be 6530 and 7890�A for Rand I, respetively (Bessell, 1979). The light data were all assigned equal weights of 1.0.Light urve synthesis (with a grid size integer of N1 = N2 = 30) was used to obtaina reasonable �t; the parameters adjusted were i, T2, 
1, q, L1 as well as the loation,size and relative temperature of the spot(s). After that, di�erential orretions (with thesame grid size) was applied on both R and I data simultaneously, using the method ofmultiple subsets (Wilson and Bierman, 1976); subsets used were (i, T2, q), (i, T2, 
1),(i, 
1, L1), (Spot Longitude, Spot Radius, i), and (Spot Longitude, Spot TemperatureFator, i).1This program speeds the WD modelling proess greatly; it writes the input �les for light urve synthesis (LC) anddi�erential orretions (DC), runs the ompiled WD ode from the interfae, and automatially displays output data inonvenient tables and graphs. It is available to all who wish it at RHN's e-mail address above.
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Beause a star of spetral type F4 an be radiative at the surfae, initial runs weremade using the radiative mode; however this required two spots on star 2 and neverreahed a satisfatory solution. One onvetive mode was seleted, it was not neessaryto yle more than one or twie through the subsets; onvergene was ahieved in abouta dozen runs. These initial runs assumed the stars radiated as blak bodies, but later runsused the atmosphere option of WD whih uses the Carbon and Gingerih atmospheres(Carbon and Gingerih, 1969).A series of runs was attempted with a spot on star 1, but onvergene ould not beattained. Two spots on star 1 yielded some suess, but this avenue was not followed norwas a solution involving a hot spot. A single spot on star 2 worked well.Solutions obtained using the R and I light urves are displayed in Table 3. Notethat the quoted errors are formal errors indiated by the WD software and the atualunertainties may be larger. Syntheti light urves, produed by LC, are shown in Figure1 (Upper: R band; lower: I band shifted down 0.2).

Figure 1. Phased R and I light data.
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Table 3. Solution parametersQuantity Result Error Quantity Result Errore 0.00 assumed 
1 = 
2 2.390 0.004F1 = F2 1.00 assumed q =M2=M1 0.306 0.002g1 = g2 0.32 assumed L1=(L1 + L2)(R) 0.753 0.001A1 = A2 0.50 assumed L1=(L1 + L2)(I) 0.753 0.001x1 = x2 (bol) 0.109 assumed Spot LatÆ 90 assumedy1 = y2 (bol) 0.615 assumed Spot LongÆ 280 11x1 = x2(R) -0.004 assumed Spot RadiusÆ 22 4y1 = y2(R) 0.724 assumed Sp Temp fator 0.71 0.07x1 = x2(I) -0.056 assumed r1 (pole) 0.473 0.001y1 = y2(I) 0.688 assumed r1 (side) 0.514 0.002� 0.0007 0.0003 r1 (bak) 0.546 0.002iÆ 81.8 0.2 r2 (pole) 0.283 0.002T1 (K) 6820 assumed r2 (side) 0.298 0.003T2 (K) 6615 20 r2 (bak) 0.351 0.006Inspetion of the light urves reveals a at-bottom at seondary minimum, indiatingthat this is an A-type W UMa system (Duerbek, 1996), onsistent with the assumedspetral type F4V. This system is reminisent of V728 Herulis (Nelson, et al., 1995),but it has a lower mass ratio and di�erent inlination. V728 Her is undergoing a steadyperiod inrease (Nelson, 1999), whih means that mass is being transferred from star 2to star 1 (thereby lowering the mass ratio). It would be prudent to monitor the periodbehavior of this system to see if it will have the same fate as V728 Her.It is a pleasure for RHN to aknowledge the help that Dirk Terrell has provided inanswering many questions, learing up points in the WD modelling proess, and reviewingthe manusript. Thanks to Peter Guilbault for translating the manusript into Latex.
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